Virtually all theoretical work on message routing in parallel computers has dwelt on packet routing: messages are conveyed as packets, an entire packet can reside at a node of the network, and a packet is sent from the queue of one node to the queue of another node until its reaches its destination. A trend in multicomputer architecture, however, is to use wormhole routing. In wormhole routing a message is transmitted as a contiguous stream of bits, physically occupying a sequence of nodes/edges in the network. Thus, a message resembles a worm burrowing through the network. In this paper we give theoretical analyses of simple wormhole routing algorithms, showing them to be nearly optimal for butter y and mesh connected networks. Our analysis requires initial random delays in injecting messages to the network. We report simulation results suggesting that the idea of random initial delays may have an impact beyond theoretical analysis.
Overview
Virtually all theoretical work on message routing in parallel computers has dwelt on packet routing: messages are conveyed as packets, an entire packet can reside at a node of the network, and a packet is sent from the queue of one node to the queue of another node until it reaches its destination 2, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23] . While packet routing is very e cient asymptotically, this e ciency is often compromised by the overhead required by the packet routing mechanism; especially in maintaining queues in the intermediate nodes, and breaking long messages into small packets and then reconstructing the original messages when the pieces reach their destination (possibly out of order). Therefore, a trend in multicomputer architecture is to use substantially simpler routing mechanisms, in particular wormhole routing 3, 6, 7, 8, 14, 11, 19] . A message is transmitted as a contiguous stream of bits, physically occupying a sequence of nodes/edges in the network. There are no queues in the intermediate nodes, and a node can only hold a (small) fraction of a message. The routing strategy is oblivious, keeping the overhead in the intermediate nodes minimal. When the head of a message reaches a node, the nodes reads the rst few bits in the message's header, and uses them to direct the head of the message to the next node on its path. The rest of the message follows the head of the message as it moves, requiring no more intervention by the intermediate node. Thus a message resembles a worm burrowing through the network, giving rise to the name for this style of routing. In this paper we give theoretical analyses of simple wormhole routing algorithms for butter y and mesh connected networks. The nature of wormhole routing causes messages to delay each other in ways that are very di erent from packet routing, and this poses the main technical challenge for us.
Parallel machines that use variants of wormhole routing include the Intel Delta-machine, Intel iPSC/2, Intel Sigma, Symult S14, MIT J-machine, MIT April, and others. Previous research on wormhole routing focuses on simulations that study the extent to which a network can be loaded (as a fraction of the available bandwidth) before it gets clogged 5, 7, 18] . Other research has addressed the issue of deadlock, since in wormhole routing it is possible for a set of messages to mutually block each others' path 9]. On a two-dimensional mesh, for instance, it is known that if every message rst travels along its row to the column of its destination, then turns into the column (call this the one-bend path), there is no deadlock.
To keep implementations simple and also to avoid deadlock, practitioners have emphasized simple routing strategies (such as the one-bend path for the mesh). Practitioners nd average case analyses especially useful here: they seek bounds on message latency and network loading for simple routing strategies when the message lengths and destinations are drawn from probability distributions. Such analysis supports the insights derived from their simulations. From a theoretical perspective, analyzing the delays for random destinations gives us results for Valiant's scheme for worst-case permutation routing. Given both these theoretical and practical motivations, we analyze message delays for simple schemes when messages are bound for randomly chosen destinations.
Leighton 12] conducts a probabilistic analysis for meshes for the related but di erent model of virtual cut-through: the bu ers at each node are assumed to be large enough to hold an entire message. Thus his analysis does not pertain to true wormhole routing (see Caveat below for a detailed explanation). Indeed, Leighton 12] underscores the di culty and practical importance of analyzing the case when bu er sizes are xed constants independent of message lengths. A nice feature of Leighton's paper is that it deals with the greedy algorithm, which is of great practical interest: there are no priorities assigned to messages, and each message simply keeps moving whenever it can, along the one-bend path to its destination. Makedon and Simvonis 13] give worst-case bounds for virtual cut-through routing on the mesh, their algorithm requires bu ers to be large enough to hold an entire message. Aiello et al. 1] give a non-oblivious algorithm for wormhole routing on a hypercube and other networks of logarithmic degree; however; their algorithm may time-multiplex a link over several worms, so that a worm does not ow contiguously across a link. When every node of an N-node hypercube has a message has length L, they guarantee delivery of all messages in time O(L + log N) with high probability, assuming that a node can handle O(log N) messages simultaneously. If this assumption is removed, their algorithm needs to inject tokens carrying co-ordinating information into the network. Thus, their algorithm attains a good bound on message delay for networks of unbounded degree, at some loss of the simplicity and obliviousness that motivates wormhole routing.
We focus instead on simple oblivious routing algorithms that are delayed greedy algorithms: each message waits at its source for a random initial delay before proceeding greedily on a canonical path to its destination. Our algorithms do not inject arti cial tokens and are simple. In our analysis we require new techniques that di er from those used for packet routing, because in wormhole routing a message can occupy many edges and thus simultaneously delay several messages following paths that could even be disjoint. Furthermore, because we deal with the practical constraint of small bu ers at each node, the techniques of Leighton 12] do not seem to apply here.
Model
One of our goals is to develop a model that captures the essence of wormhole routing. Our model incorporates the features that make wormhole routing practically interesting (such as small bu er size), and precludes algorithms that inject co-ordinating tokens in addition to messages (as one algorithm of 1] does). By restricting ourselves to bounded-degree networks, we do not require nodes to handle an unbounded number of messages at any time step as some previous algorithms do. We model a network by a graph; adjacent nodes are connected by two unidirectional links, one in each direction. We assume that each link has at its output a bu er that can hold one it 7], or ow control unit | a message is composed of one or more its. The length of a message is the number of its that comprise the message. Only one it of one message may pass through a link at any time step. Once the head of a message enters a link, all other its of that message must pass through it before any other message can use that link. In each time step, the head of a it may advance along the next link on its path, if that link is free. Otherwise it remains in the bu er at the output of the last link it traversed. If the head does advance, every it in that message can advance along the next link from its current position. A message is said to be delivered when its tail arrives at its destination; we are interested in the number of steps that elapse before a message is delivered. Note that we study the most rigorous case when the bu er for each link can hold only one it, although in practice a small constant number of its can be accommodated.
Caveat: There is a great deal of confusion between the case we are dealing with, and the model of virtual cut-through. The latter resembles wormhole routing super cially, but di ers in one crucial aspect: in virtual cut-through, the bu ers at nodes can hold a constant number of messages, rather than a constant number of its. Thus in virtual cut-through the bu er size at a node is proportional to the worm length. Consequently, most results for virtual cut-through follow from known results in packet routing with constant-size queues. In contrast, wormhole routing requires new analytical techniques to be developed, due to the advent of altogether new phenomena by which messages delay one another.
Results
Throughout, the phrase \with high probability" will represent \with proba- (2) when message lengths are arbitrarily chosen by an adversary, we give a batching scheme that ensures that a message of length L i is delivered in time O(L i log N minfL i ; log Ng) with high probability. All the above results for random destinations can be extended to worst-case permutations using Valiant's scheme.
In the Appendix, we give detailed results of simulations for our delayed greedy algorithm. First, the simulations suggest that the random initial delays do not increase the overall completion time (for the last message to arrive), for moderately large random delays. Thus the idea of random initial delays that enables us to prove Theorem 1 may have some bene ts. steps on the running time of a simple delayed greedy algorithm using onebend paths. We give a lower bound of L p N steps, so that the above bound is good when L p N= log N. When L is smaller, we cannot prove that the one-bend algorithm is near-optimal, but do give an algorithm that uses slightly more complex paths that it is nearly optimal. This algorithm may also add oblivious delays for each message en route (rather than only at the source). We extend these results to varying message lengths and to worstcase permutations via Valiant, as for the butter y.
The Butter y
In this section we study wormhole routing on a butter y, when each message independently chooses a random destination. We rst show that a simple delayed greedy algorithm is near-optimal when all messages have the same length, then extend this result to varying message lengths.
Consider a butter y network consisting of layers numbered 0; 1 log N of N nodes each. The nodes at layer 0 are sources, while those at layer log N are destinations. Each source has a message of length L, and is bound for a random destination. Let`= minfL; log Ng. We consider the following algorithm: message i rst chooses an integer d i in 0; 10`? 1]. For a xed positive constant c, the message waits d i cL log N steps at its source before starting to travel (by the unique path in the butter y) to its destination.
Theorem 1 There is a constant c such that at the end of 10c`L log N steps, every message has reached its destination with high probability.
Proof: We view time as being divided into phases each lasting cL log N steps. Thus at the beginning of each phase, some of the N sources begin sending their messages. We will show that with high probability any single message reaches its destination by the end of the phase in which it was launched, and this will prove Theorem 1.
We now focus on a single message M. We say that a message A blocks message M at node v if the head of M is at node v and the link on which it will leave v is occupied by A. The following aspect of wormhole routing complicates the delay analysis. M can be blocked at v by A, and simultaneously A can be blocked at w by B, although the paths of M and B do not intersect. Thus M can be made to wait by messages that never intersect its path.
This distinction between the message that blocks M and the one that actually delays M is crucial to our analysis and is made precise as follows.
De nition 1 Message A delays message M at time t, if the following three conditions are satis ed:
1. There is a chain of messages M = X 0 ; X 1 ; :::; X r = A such that message X i is blocking message X i?1 ; 2. Message A is moving at time t; 3. No other message in the chain M = X 0 ; X 1 ; :::; X r = A can move at this step.
Note that because the network is acyclic, if M is blocked then there is a message that delays M. In other words, if M cannot move at a given step, some other message that is delaying M moves forward.
Lemma 2 Each message can delay M no more than L steps throughout the whole phase.
Proof: If message A delays M at time t, then there is a chain of messages M = X 0 ; X i ; ::::X r = A such that message X i is blocking message X i?1 , and message X r?1 is not blocked by the tail of message A (else whenever A moves, X r?1 can move). In each subsequent step in which A moves message X r?1 is blocked by a di erent it of A. After no more than L (not necessarily successive) steps in which A moves (and possibly delays M), message X r?1 is blocked by the tail of A. Thus if M is still blocked it is not delayed by A.
We now argue that M is never again delayed by A. Assume to the contrary that M is delayed again by A. Then there is a path from the head of M to an edge occupied by a it of A which is not the tail of A, and the path does not cross the tail of A. But the fact that M was delayed before by A implies that there is a path from M to that it that does cross the tail of A; but in the butter y there cannot be two di erent paths to the same edge, contradicting the assumption. 2
In proving Theorem 1 we distinguish between two cases: Case 1: L log N (in this case`= L). Let Proof: Suppose that e connects a node at layer k ? 1 to a node at layer k of the butter y. Let x i = 1 if the message generated in input i traverses edge e at that phase, else x i = 0. Only 2 k inputs can send a message through edge e. Each input launches a message in this phase with probability 1=10à nd without the condition E t (e), each launched message traverses edge e with probability 2 ?k .
Let v be the node in layer 1 traversed by message M. To delay (not merely block) M, a message needs to traverse an edge in the binary tree rooted in v. Since this tree spans only half of the N outputs of the butter y, the condition that a message did not visit part of this tree can no more than double the probability that it traverses any other edge. Thus the probability that one of the 2 k messages traverse e is bounded by 2=(2 k 10`). The events for di erent messages are independent, and the expected number of messages that traverse e under this condition is no more than 2=10`. Note that P^ i=1 B i is a bound on the total number of messages that delayed message M. With probability 1=N 2 , message M is delayed by no more than 30 log N me ssages, and each message can delay M by no more than L steps, thus message M reaches its destination in 30L log N steps with probability 1 ? 1=N 2 , and with probability 1=N all messages reach their destinations in 30L log N steps, i. e. in the phase in which they were injected to the system. Case 2: L > log N (`= log N).
We proved in Case 1 above that when the injection rate in each node is 1=10 log N, and L = log N, with high probability a message M is delayed by no more than 30 log N other messages. Now we keep the injection rate the same, i.e. 1=10 log N, but increase the length of the messages. The crucial observation is that the total number of messages that delay a given message M does not change. Imagine increasing the lengths of all messages from log N. Let M 0 be a message that delayed message M. When the length of M 0 was log N we had already considered all the edges that M 0 traversed from the time it delayed M till the time it left the network. Since M 0 can be blocked only when its head is inside the network, the analysis of the case L = log N has already counted all the messages that can block M 0 . Extending the length of M 0 does not change this number. Thus, when L > log N, and the injection rate is 1=10`, with high probability no message is delayed by more than 30 log N messages, and in 30L log N steps all the messages that were injected in this phase reach their destinations. 2
A technique related to the above proof is used in an analysis of de ection routing on the hypercube 10]. We turn next to the case of varying message lengths, beginning with random message lengths and proceeding to the worst case. The former is likely to be of more interest to practitioners, while the Since it is reasonable to assume that in practice the length of the messages varies in some nite interval, the conditions of the above theorem hold. Thus, with high probability the total length of a set of O(log n) messages is bounded by C L log n, where L is the mean length of a message, and C is a constant. The analysis of Theorem 1 then holds for messages of various lengths, if we replace L log n by C L log n.
Theorem 5 Let L i be the length of the message from source i; 1 i N.
With high probability the message from source i is delivered in O(L i +log N + L log N minf L; log Ng) steps.
We now give a similar result for message lengths chosen by an adversary. Consider an instance of batch routing in which the message M i sent by source i has length L i . Each message is bound for a random destination as before. Let k i = dlog 2 L i e, and let`i = minf2 k i ; log Ng. We use a delayed greedy algorithm similar to the one above: M i waits at the source for (10`i + d i )c2 k i log N steps before moving greedily towards its destination, where d i is an integer chosen uniformly from 0; 10`i ? 1]. This initial delay ensures that when M i begins moving, messages from all sources j such that k j < k i have already been delivered to their destinations with high probability. Then, in at most 10c2 k i log N additional steps, with high probability, M i is delivered. We thus have: Theorem 6 With high probability, M i is delivered in O(`i2 k i log N) steps, 8i.
Observe that the delay of any message only grows with its own length, and not that of the longest (or even average) message in the instance. Noting that 2 k i ?1 + log N is a lower bound on the number of steps needed to deliver M i , our bound is within O(log 2 N) of the best possible when L i exceeds log N, and somewhat tighter when all messages are short.
The above result can be extended to worst-case permutations using Valiant's scheme, for the 2-dilated butter y. Let k = max i fk i g, and = minf2 k ; log Ng.
Theorem 7 For every instance of permutation wormhole routing with varying message lengths, every message is delivered by the end of 20c`2 k log N steps using a delayed greedy algorithm for each phase of Valiant's scheme.
Routing on a Mesh
In this section we rst give a bound on the delayed greedy algorithm using one-bend paths for the two-dimensional mesh. The bound is nearly optimal when all message lengths are at least p N; we are unable to show that the obvious extension of this scheme is near-optimal for shorter message lengths. We then give an algorithm in which the routes are slightly modi ed from the one-bend paths and a message may wait at an intermediate node (but obliviously), showing this new scheme to be near-optimal regardless of message length. We extend these results to varying message lengths.
Assume rst that all messages are of equal length L, and each message independently chooses a random destination. guarantees that the one-bend delayed greedy is within a logarithmic factor of optimal.
In the Appendix, we give results of our simulations on the butter y and the mesh.
Appendix: Simulation Results
The simulator used is a C-program that we have developed, running on a IBM RS/6000 under the AIX operating system. Pseudo-random numbers are generated using the pseudo-random number algorithm shown in 16], modi ed to handle several pseudo-random streams simultaneously.
Each node has input bu ers, one for each input link, ouput bu ers, one for each output link and a mechanism to connect inputs to outputs. Each of these bu ers can store two its belonging to the same message. Input nodes in the butter y and all nodes in the mesh have an injection queue, that can hold a whole message. Nodes that can receive messages have a delivery queue.
Time is computed in cycles. In a single cycle, a node can perform the following operations:
1. To set any number of connections from input to output bu ers in the node, provided that the input has the head of a message and the output is not being used by any other message. The input bu ers are handled in a round-robin fashion to guarantee fairness. 2. To clear connections between input and output bu ers in the node, once the tail of a message has passed through them. 3. To pass one it from each input bu er to an output bu er in the node connected to it in previous cycle, if the output bu er is not full. 4. To pass a it from an output bu er of one node to the input bu er of a node connected to it, provided that the input bu er can store it. If the it is the head of a message, the tail of the previous message must have left the input bu er. Note that in our model a it needs at least 3 steps to go from an input to an output bu er of a node. One step for entering the input bu er, one step for setting the connection to the output bu er, and the third step to pass through that connection.
The latency of a packet in our simulations is the sum T s + T l , where T s is the time the packet spent in the queue of its source, before it was injected to the network, and T l is the routing time in the network. Note that the routing time is at least 3 log N + L + 1.
The latency of a message is the sum of its random initial delay and the time the message spent in the network. The maximum latency is the maximum over all the messages in the network. Random delay X means that the random delay for each message was chosen uniformly at random from the range 0; :::; X ? 1]. Each point in our graphs represents an average of 30 independent experiments. Figure 1 gives the average latency for 4096-inputs butter y as a function of random delays ranging from 0 to 20 and for packet sizes ranging from 15 to 50 its. The results show that random delay do not increase the average latency and small random delays improves the routing time.
Figures 2 to 6 show the maximum delay for messages with 10 to 50 its, random delays ranging from 0 to 15, for butter ies of 256 to 16384 inputs. Again random delay improves the routing performance.
We use interpolations to study how well the message latency suggested by the data ts the bound in our theorem. We have tted the experimental data for maximum latency as a linear function of the network depth log N, the message length L, the maximum random delay D and the product L log N. Figure 7 . We have also simulated the behavior of the routing algorithm in the Nnodes two-dimensional mesh (see section 3).
In our simulations each processor has 4 input bu ers and 4 output bu ers, one for each of the 4 directions.
Recall that we denote the time a packet spends in the queue before entering the network by T s , and the routing time in the network by T l . Note that the queueing time represents the sum of two random variables: (1) the random delay imposed by the algorithm and (2) the time a message waits in the queue after the random delay until the link it needs to path is free. nodes. The gure shows that the increasing in T s is almost compensated by a corresponding decrease in T l , as we expected.
This e ect is enhanced when we consider longer messages. Figure 9 shows the same sets of curves as Figure 8 but for messages of 100 its. Note that the di erences among the various T shown in almost negligible, and that for the greatest random delays, the corresponding T s become almost equal. 
